Notes

ID WINE GLASS COASTER
3”

Materials:
Yarn: Cotton, i.e. Lily Sugar & Cream Cotton.
Yarn: Metallic Nylon, i.e Plymouth 24K
One or more colors.
Hook: U.S. size F

Abbrev:
Main Color: MC
Crossing Chain Color: CC
Sl St: slip stitch
SC: Single Crochet (US)
HDC: Half Double Crochet (US)

Memo:
If you need to make the coaster a little bigger:
Add an extra round.
Or in round 5, use hdc instread of sc.

Tii Scott

Adjust your crossing chain length depending on your gauge.
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With MC make a magic loop: ch1, 6 sc in loop. Pull tail and close loop. (6 sections)

Add in crossing chains.

Round 1: 2 sc in each sc (12sc) (2 sc in each section)

You will be skipping around the edge of the
coaster, in the direction that you crochet.
Right or Left depending on your handiness.

Round 2: (2 sc in next sc, 1 sc in next sc)repeat to end. (18 sc) (3 sc in each section)

Sl st into the 2nd stitch of the last round.
Sc in the next 12 sts (st#14), Ch14.

Round 3: (2 sc in next sc, 1 sc in next 2 sc)repeat to end. (24 sc) (4 sc in each section)
Count over 21sts.
Or, go to the third marker (f) over.
Round 4: (2 sc in next sc, sc in next 3 sc,repeat to end. (30 sc) (5 sc in each section)

Sc into st#36 (marker f).
Sc into next 6 sts (you are at st#42).

Round 5: (2 sc in next sc, 1 sc in next 4 sc)repeat to end. (36 sc) (6 sc in each section)

Ch14, and sc into st#22 (marker d). Sc into next 13 sts ( you are at st#35).
Ch14, and sc back at st#15 (marker c). Sc into last 6 sts.

Round 6: (2 sc in next sc, 1 sc in next 5 sc)repeat to end. (42 sc) (7 sc in each section)

Ch14, and sc into st#1 (Start). (Consider weaving over/under here)
You should be back at the start.

Test the first one you make against a wine glass to check for size. You might need to add or
subtract a round depending on the yarn and/or hook you use. Also there could be a
difference depending how tightly you crochet.

Next, sc into each of the 42 st of the crossing chain row. Slst into 1st st.

Bind off, weave in ends.
Sl st last chain into first sc of the round. Ch1.
Variations: Slst instead of sc for last round of crossing chain. So you can use BLO or FLO.
Round 7: 1 sc in each sc, FLO. (42 sc). Bind off. Weave in ends.

It might be a good idea to place a piece of yarn, or stitch marker) every 7th stitch, starting
with the 1st stitch (1, 8, etc) for doing the crossing chains next.

If you have done one less, or more, rows in the coaster you will need to adjust the number of
stitches between the markers.

